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MH Hydraulics Certified Excellence
(C.E.)  partner of Bosch Rexroth 
 
�With effect from 26 October 2020, MH Hydraulics can call itself a Certified
Excellence Partner of Bosch Rexroth.  
 
Certification process  
On 11 December 2019, the declaration of intent was signed for certification.
Over the past year, MH Hydraulics has successfully completed all the steps
towards the certified partnership. The certification process comprises various
phases from pre-selection to evaluation and implementation. 
 
Contract signature as a Service Partner 
All phases have been successfully completed by MH Hydraulics. On
26 October it was confirmed with a certificate. As of today, MH Hydraulics C.E.
is Service Partner of Rexroth, specialized in the field of hydraulic piston pumps
and motors. With this unique partnership, Rexroth has national coverage in the
Netherlands with the same guaranteed and trusted quality next to its own repair
workshops. 
 
Expert repairs  
Together with the other Rexroth partners, MH Hydraulics offers guaranteed
quality and has access to the factory adjustment data. It is regularly audited by
Rexroth. With their large stock of original parts, combined with knowledge and
skills, they can repair quickly and professionally for a good price. Both parties
have great confidence in the future. Through this cooperation, Bosch Rexroth
responds to the need for a customer friendly and high quality solution for the
Dutch customers of pump and motor repairs.  
 
One team with one common goal  
With this intensive cooperation, Rexroth takes the next step towards a strong
partner landscape with guaranteed Rexroth quality. In this way, both parties are
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responding to the demand for customer-friendly and high-quality solutions for
the Dutch market. 
 

The Certified Excellence certificate has been awarded to Marco Kraak, MH
Hydraulics B.V. by Mr. Arjan Coppens, Bosch Rexroth. 
 
 
About MH Hydraulics: MH Hydraulics, formerly known as 'Morssinkhof
Hydraulics', is the world leader in sales, repair and maintenance of hydraulic
pumps, motors, cylinders, valves and components for the maritime, mining,
industrial and transportation industries. MH Hydraulics is active in more than 64
countries and has been providing excellent service for over 45 years with its
highly trained and specialized staff. More information can be found
at www.mhhydraulics.com.  
  
Over Bosch Rexroth:  As one of the world's leading suppliers of drive and
control technologies, Bosch Rexroth guarantees efficient, powerful and safe
movements in machines and systems of all sizes. The company combines its
global know-how in mobile applications, industrial applications and engineering,
plant automation, and renewable energy to develop innovative components and
customized system solutions and services. With intelligent components,
customized system solutions, and services, Bosch Rexroth creates the
necessary environment for fully connected applications. Bosch Rexroth offers
customers hydraulic technology, electric drive and control technology, and
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linear motion and assembly technology, including software and interfaces to the
Internet of Things. Bosch Rexroth has locations in more than 80 countries and
its around 32,300 associates will generate sales of around 6.2 billion by
2018. For more information, please visit  www.boschrexroth.com 
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